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Acronyms and Abbreviations
BOF

Biodegradable Organic Fraction
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Greater Accra Metropolitan Area
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Ministry of Environment, Science and Technology
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Material in Transition

MOU
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National Youth Employment Programme
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Solid Waste Management
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Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment

YES

Youth Engagement in Service Delivery

TOR
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Executive Summary
The Youth Engagement in Service Delivery (YES) program is designed to support the
creation of employment opportunities targeting the youth, especially in low income
indigenous communities. The program therefore aims at enabling the youth through gainful
employment in services that also improves the delivery of solid waste management (SWM)
services in these areas.

The objective of this Value Chain Analysis (VCA) is to investigate job markets for youth
engagement in management of solid waste streams. Additionally, the analysis led to the
design of interventions for skills development that will enable the youth be competitive for
job placement in selected segments of the waste management industry.

The target

communities for CHF interventions include Avenor, Agbogbloshie, Sabon Zongo, Ayidiki,
Nima, James Town and Ussher Town, all in Accra.

The study involved selecting and analyzing SWM sub-sectors (functions) and carrying out
further value-chain analysis of the components of solid waste (biodegradable organic
fractions, metals, plastics, waste-electrical and electronic equipment, WEEE, etc.) to identify
job opportunities within the processes for handling the various components from source to
final treatment and/or disposal.

CHF provided sample Industry Selection Tools which were adapted for selecting and
prioritizing four (4) solid waste component-value-chains. The selection tools were used to
assess various scenarios i.e. Neutral, Poverty, Growth and Competitiveness and Sponsor
(Gates). This was followed by field interviews with various actors to learn and gather
information about the respective structures and dynamics within each prioritized component
value-chain (compostables, thin-film plastics, e-waste and metal).

The table below shows the ranked value chains of the different components of the solid waste
stream.
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Table ES1: Ranked Components’ Value-Chains
Solid waste management sub-sector value chains
Plastics & Rubber

Used batteries

E-waste

Bulky waste

25

21

34

19

Poverty

55

38

59

45

15

43

36

28

32

28

Growth

61

40

55

41

15

55

47

31

55

31

Sponsor

67

49

75

57

21

49

39

33

59

33

scrap

Non-ferrous

30

tyres

11

Pneumatics

29

plastics

38

High

26

plastics

37

Thin-film

Neutral

Feedstock

Ferrous scrap

WEEE

Thermal

Metal

Compostables

Organics

density

Scenarios

The constraints and opportunities within these value chains were also identified. Market
based solutions were subsequently developed, prioritized and tested with various solution
providers to assess the success or risk factors that could be encountered when implementing
the proposed interventions (solutions). A logframe for the proposed program of interventions
was developed taking into account the deduced assumptions and risks (opportunities and
constraints).
The thin-film plastics value chain was identified as the one having the largest potential for
value addition if recycling is implemented. This option can offer sustainable means of
employment for the youth in the selected communities. This is due to the fact that there is a
large market demand for thin-film-plastic waste as well as abundant input supply (i.e. thinfilm plastics currently litter all urban areas with adverse effects on aesthetic amenity of many
communities). The ferrous scrap, e-waste and compostables value chains were observed to
have comparatively limited potential as means of offering sustainable employment.
In order to provide a wide range of potential interventions to meet the different aspirations
and choices of the youth encountered in these communities a number of activities to facilitate
and provide avenues for engagement have been recommended for each value-chain
examined.
The recommended interventions designed to meet the objectives of the YES Program include:
•

Carrying out a youth-inclusive market analysis of the solid waste management sector and
facilitate participatory program design and process
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•

Building the capacity of value chain actors and public and private sector providers to improve
the performance, service coverage, and service delivery of the SWM sector through a youthfocused lens

•

Building the capacity of local providers to offer or link youth to services supporting their role
within the SWM sector
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Appendix 1 ‐ Scope of Work
1. Introduction
CHF International has been awarded a three-year grant to implement the Youth Engagement
in Service Delivery (YES) program. The program will build the capacity of local youth
development organisations and empower youth in urban settings by employing young people
in Accra, Ghana and Monrovia, Liberia in the solid waste sector.
The YES Program has three principal objectives: (1) Conduct youth-inclusive market
analysis of the solid waste management sector and facilitate participatory program design
process; (2) Build the capacity of the value chain actors and public and private sector
providers to improve the performance, and service delivery of the SWM sector through a
youth focused lens; and 3) Build the capacity of local providers to offer or link youth to
services supporting their role within the SWM sector.
Youth unemployment is a major component of the unemployment situation in Ghana. There
have been several employment programs in Ghana, the most current of which is the National
Youth Employment Program (NYEP) aimed at addressing the unemployment situation in
Ghana. However, it is not very clear if these skill training programs are informed by the
demands of the job market and the real interest of the trainees as several of these youth enter
the most saturated markets and often cannot find work upon completing the program.

There is also gender self-selection into certain skills, which leads most male learners to select
skills such as carpentry and joinery, brick-laying or motor vehicle mechanics, and female
learners to select others such as tailoring or catering. This is often the result of gender
stereotypes in the community and serves to further entrench differential access to social status
and income across gender lines.

2. Overall Purpose
The overall purpose of this assignment is to select and analyze 2-4 value chains within
Ghana’s solid waste management (SWM) sector that have an opportunity to employ young
people. The task will include investigating the context of SWM service delivery in Ghana
and in developing a sequential list of interventions that provide opportunities for youth
engagement.
The specific objectives are:
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The consultant will be a Solid Waste Management Consultant Firm with in-depth knowledge
in the value chain of the solid waste sector, providing technical assistance to
CHF/YES/Ghana team. The objectives of this assignment are to:
•

Conduct research on the value chain of the solid waste sector
•

Identify clear value chains that have an opportunity for youth employment;

•

Facilitate the selection by the CHF team of a value chain(s) for assessment and
program design, based on the research;

•

Debrief CHF at the end of the assignment to present the key points and
recommendations;

•

Produce final written report, including work plan and suggestions for monitoring
and evaluation of the VC program designed.

3. Methodology
In brief, the consultant will employ the CHF-endorsed value chain framework1 to collecting
and

analyzing

information

and

designing

program

approaches

through

a

constraints/opportunities matrix. Specifically, the consultant will work with CHF team to
undertake the following activities:

Preparatory Activities
Review Existing Data on Potential Value Chains:
•

Conduct research and review of existing literature, studies and reports on the potential
value chains, focusing on demand for SWM services (either existing or unmet demand).

•

Research role and interest of private sector providers in SWM related service delivery.
This should not be limited to the subject countries. The assessment could be global on
the role played by private providers and its impact on municipal financing. This will
enable CHF design interventions that promote entrepreneurship and employability
specifically in linking youth.

Field Activities
Select Target Value Chain(s) within the Solid Waste Management Sector
•

Define with CHF, the youth cohort (age, gender, socio-economic status) that we intend to
target through the life of the program.

This framework generally follows the value chain guidelines articulated on www.microlinks.org. CHF will provide specific
templates and guidelines to be used by the consultant during the assignment.

1
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•

Define the criteria that will be used in choosing a value chain (e.g. unmet market demand
or growth, potential numbers of young people that may benefit, local capacity or
experience with the value chain, potential for value addition, and the role that existing and
potential groups of micro and small enterprises may play in the sector)

•

Investigate the existing solid waste generation profile for various segments (residential,
commercial, institutional, industrial, medical, environment, construction waste, etc.)
including a classification based on socio-economic classifications. This may require
conducting sample waste audits. This will enable CHF design advocacy and community
education/awareness initiatives and determine the scope for the role of youth.
Investigate current service delivery profile and map the geographical footprint. This will
include understanding ongoing initiatives on ‘at source’ and ‘at hub’ segregation of waste
including understanding the current collection and transportation systems and provide
cost assessments. This will enable CHF design interventions based on underserved areas
and develop enhancements in the current systems.

•

Based on the selection criteria, identify one value chain for further analysis and program
design.

Identify and Interview Key Players / Stakeholders in Select Value Chains
•

Provide brief orientation for CHF/YES team members who will be participating in the
assessment

•

Identify and develop a list of key players and stakeholders in the targeted value chain;
their functions, and inter-relationships.

•

Develop an initial value chain map that graphically presents all the relevant private sector
players and their relationships with one another.

•

Using the initial findings of this map, conduct interviews with selected value chain
players and key informants. Interviews will take a semi-structured approach to collecting
this information: that is, you will use the questions as guides but will vary the order of
questions according to the flow of the interview and comfort level of the interviewee.
Key informants will include all actors across the value chain(s), including:
o Existing municipal governance investments, resource allocation, and profile of
responsibilities across departments/vertical. This will include analysis of the
current budget allocations (internal and structured donor funds) and current
tariff structures for service rendered. This will enable CHF determine and
suggest capacity building interventions vis-à-vis potential policy reforms.
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o Solid waste management plans vis-à-vis design of landfills and environmental
considerations. This will include understanding the current investments on
processing of usable and non-usable waste. Investigate current trends and
practices on using recovered waste (organic and inorganic). Provide cost
assessments and financial implication on the local government. This will
enable CHF determine interventions on sustaining the reuse of waste.
o Special sub-sector opportunities at the city level including understanding the
context and opportunities within urban agriculture, electronic waste, waste to
energy, recycling of hard waste for infrastructure (use of bottles and
automobile tires for surfacing roads), etc.
o Various stakeholders influencing solid waste management, including
forecasting future WB investments and mandated/recommended reforms.
This will help CHF design interventions that can benefit from other
investments and co-themes including reforms and investments in labor
laws/employment.
o Youth focus groups to assess youth skill training needs, interests

and

opportunities related to the value chains

Analyze Key Value Chain Constraints and Assess Possible Solutions
•

Utilize Opportunities/ Constraints/Solutions Matrix to identify potential program
interventions. This process will involve: (a) writing a visioning statement of where a
youth-inclusive SWM value chain(s) could be in 5-10 years; (b) identifying opportunities
for integrating youth into SWM value chains; (c) compiling key constraints to value chain
competitiveness and increased benefit to target beneficiaries participating in the value
chain; and (d) Identifying market-based solutions (including existing solution providers
that could address constraints identified above.

•

Assess the top 1-2 of the prioritized market-based solutions to determine: existing and/or
potential providers; constraints to sustainable provision and use of the targeted solutions;
satisfaction with and awareness of market-based solutions currently provided (if
appropriate); and feasibility and commercial viability.
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Test Solutions and Identify Potential Intervention Areas
•

Conduct focus group discussion with providers/users of the targeted market solutions to
validate findings and identify possible program interventions that support market-based
solutions.

•

Identify and select appropriate facilitation activities which will promote sustainable
solutions to increase the benefits of target beneficiaries participating in the value chain
and improve the overall competitiveness of the value chain.

•

Finalize Opportunities/Constraints/Solutions Matrix based on the inputs from the
stakeholders.

4. Deliverables
i.

A profile and maps of solid waste services in the city of Accra

ii. A value chain map that graphically presents all the relevant private sector players and
their relationships with one another
iii. Selection of value chain with potential to increase benefits for micro and small enterprises
iv. A summary of municipal governance investments, resource allocation, and profile of
responsibilities across departments/vertical.
v. Summary assessment of the select value chain(s), using the “USAID Guidelines for Value
Chain Case Studies” as a general template for summarizing value chain dynamics
vi. A written Opportunities/ Constraints/ Solutions Matrix, completed by the consultant.
Written summary assessment of market based solutions that are needed to increase
competitiveness and bring benefit to youth in targeted value chain
vii. Draft report that includes information from point’s i-vi above.
viii. Proposed baseline data and monitoring indicators.
ix. Final report and debrief that incorporates any feedback from CHF/Ghana and CHF/HQ.

5. Bidding
All the bidding organizations or consultants should submit proposals which will include the
following:
•

Overview of Organization’s Capabilities/Experience.

•

Personnel to be assigned (CV of each person).

•

Contact Details. Submissions are to include contact details, including telephone
number and email address(es).
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•

Description of Services / Work to be performed.

•

Methodology.

•

Deliverables

•

Delivery Schedule.

•

A detailed budget

•

Certificate of incorporation from the Registrar General’s Department

•

Tax clearance certificate

•

SSNIT clearance certificate

•

The proposal should not exceed 25 Pages.

6. Coordination and Reporting
The day to day activities will be coordinated by the Consultant. All correspondence should be
addressed to Daniel Baako, CHF International / Ghana. The draft and final reports should be
sent to the above mentioned name.

7. Payment Schedule
The contract sum will be divided into categories relating to the deliverables to be agreed by
the two parties after the evaluation and the consultant will be paid accordingly.
8. Duration
This study is expected to last for a maximum of one month, effectively 15 working days.
NB: CHF partner communities to be included in the survey refer to:
•

Avenor, Agbogbloshie, Sabon Zongo, Ayidiki,

Nima, James Town, and Ussher

Town, all in Accra
Solid waste collection and management includes dumpsites and all activities within the
value chain of solid waste management. Most importantly, it includes e-waste: domestic
and freshly imported.
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Appendix 2- Adapted Selection Tools
This section presents the adapted subsector/value chain selection tools and the results
obtained for the various scenario analysis. These include the following:


List of General Terms and Terminologies



Industry Statistics



Scenario Analysis Tables



Scenario Analysis Graphs
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List of General Terms and Terminologies for Sub-sector Selection Tool

94

Sub-Sector Statistics

95

Sub-Sector Neutral Scenario Analysis Tables

96

Sub-Sector Poverty Reduction Scenario Analysis Tables

97

Sub-Sector Growth Scenario Analysis Tables

98

Sub-Sector Sponsor (Gates) Scenario Analysis Tables

99

Sub-Sector Neutral Scenario Analysis Graphs

100

Sub-Sector Poverty Reduction Scenario Analysis Graph

101

Sub-Sector Growth Scenario Analysis Graphs

102

Sub-Sector Sponsor Poverty Scenario Analysis Graph
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104

105
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List of General Terms and Terminologies for Value Chain Selection Tool

107

Value Chain Statistics

108

Value Chain Neutral Scenario Analysis Tables

109

Value Chain Poverty Reduction Scenario Tables

110

Value Chain Growth Scenario Tables

111

Value Chain Sponsor Scenario Tables

112

Value Chain Neutral Scenario Analysis Graph

113

Value Chain Poverty Scenario Analysis Graph

114

Value Chain Growth Scenario Analysis Graph

115

Value Chain Sponsor Scenario Analysis Graph

116

117

118
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Appendix 3 – Interview Guidelines (Questionnaires)
The questionnaires used are as listed:


Guide I Exporters



Guide 2 Packaging Materials End Market Users



Guide 3 Dealers, Brokers, Intermediaries



Guide 4 Value Pickers

GUIDE 1: EXPORTERS
1.

Introductions, purpose of in-depth interview and research.

2.

Show and explain the value chain map.

What do you think of this

illustration/representation? How does it seem to you?
3.

What changes do I need to make to improve it?

4.

Can you identify yourself on the value chain? Where are you located?

Questions about International Clients/Buyers
5.

What type of materials do you export?

6.

Which countries do you export to?

7.

Are there any trade barriers, import quotas etc in those foreign markets?

8.

Who are your main clients (buyers)?

9.

Where and how did you find your clients for the first time?

10.

How do you learn about your clients preferences? (probes: types of recyclables, order
quantities, standards, quality requirements, delivery dates)

11.

How would you characterize your relationships with your principal clients? (probes:
independent, close, collaborative, difficult, lots of information passes between you,
client is in charge, they direct you)

12.

Does your firm receive any assistance/help or collaboration from your clients?
(probes:

Advances,

credit,

information,

inputs,

technical

assistance,

recommendations)
13.

What are the steps you usually take to ensure that you meet your clients’
specifications, including delivery date and quality? (Is it difficult to comply with your
clients’ requirements? What do you have to do?)
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14.

Do you share information with other exporters? If so, what kind of information and
why? (probes: to meet large contracts, set prices, legal issues, etc.)

Questions about Suppliers/Dealers
15.

What are all the ways you source your recyclables product? Who are your main
suppliers?

16.

Do you buy your product from individual producers, micro-enterprises etc?

17.

How many dealers do you work with?

18.

Are there male, female and youth suppliers/ dealers? (Probe further to find the general
representations if any)

19.

If you have different types of suppliers, how would you characterize the differences
between each type of supplier? (What are the characteristics of each type of supplier?)

20.

How do you communicate information to your suppliers regarding your requirements
in terms of quality of produce, size, chemical use, delivery dates, etc?

21.

22.

-

How do you demand that you suppliers meet the requirements?

-

What difficulties do your suppliers have in meeting your demands?

-

Do you help them? How?

What changes would you like your suppliers to make?
-

Have you communicated your wishes to them?

-

How do they respond?

-

What can you do to facilitate or demand these changes?

How do you work with producers to ensure that they satisfy your requirements for
quality? What do you do to encourage them? What pressures do you apply?

Finance
23.

How do you finance your operations

24.

Do you have need for additional financing e.g. bank loans, loan sharks?

25.

Have you had difficulty in repaying your loans?

26.

Have you received assistance from third parties (NGO, MFI, bank, etc.) in obtaining
loans?
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27.

In general, do you feel that it is you are treated fairly when trying to access finance?
Do other people receive preferential treatment?

Processing of Recyclables
28.

Are your processing operations labour-intensive or mechanized?

29.

Are your processing equipment locally manufactured or imported?

30.

Do your have a need of expatriate technical personnel for your operations?

31.

What are the main occupational health and safety issues you have to deal with?

To Finish Up
32.

Are there any government policies that are helpful to your business? Are there any
policies that you would like to see changed? What changes would be helpful?

33.

What are the three most serious risks for your enterprise?

34.

What do you think about the competitiveness of the value chain?

35.

Do you have additional observations or comments that we have not discussed?

Thank you for your time. Are there other players in this value chain that you think we should
talk to? Could you give me referrals?

GUIDE 2: PACKAGING MATERIALS END MARKET USERS
Introductory Questions
1. Introduction and purpose.
2. What is the nature of your business?
3. Why do you prefer to use secondary raw materials instead of virgin material?
4. What recyclables to you purchase locally and what quantities do you require for
production?
5. Has there been the need to turn to the West African sub-region to source for additional
materials?
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Questions about Suppliers
6. How you obtain your secondary raw materials or recyclables (the selected natural
product). Do you purchase for micro enterprises, waste management facilities, waste
haulage contractors, individuals etc.?
7. Which type of supplier do you prefer to buy from? Why?
8. Who are your most important suppliers? What makes these the most important?
9. How many suppliers (of each type) do you buy from?
10. What kinds of help or services do you provide to your suppliers? (probe: inputs, , credit,
advice on market demand)
11. How do you communicate your product requirements to your suppliers? (probe: quality
of produce, size and appearance, delivery dates)
12. What are the difficulties suppliers have in meeting these requirements?
13. What changes would you like your suppliers to make?
14. Do you pay different prices for different qualities of the same product?
Finance
15. How do you finance your purchases of secondary raw materials?
16.

What are the terms you use to pay suppliers?

17.

Do you have need for bank loans, etc?

18.

Have you had difficulty in repaying your loans?

19.

Have you received assistance from third parties (NGO, MFI, bank, etc.) in obtaining
loans?

20.

In general, do you feel that it is you are treated fairly when trying to access finance?
Do other people receive preferential treatment?

To Finish Up
21. What are the three most serious risks for your enterprise?
22. What do you think about the competitiveness of the value chain?
23. Do you have additional observations or comments that we have not discussed?
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GUIDE 3: DEALERS, BROKERS, INTERMEDIARIES
1. Introduction and purpose.
2. What is the nature of your business i.e. micro enterprise or sole operator?
3. Are you registered with the Municipal Assembly etc?
4. What types of recyclables do you buy and sell?
Questions about Buyers/Clients
5. Which markets do supply recyclables to i.e. steel producers, paper packaging, plastic
manufacturers etc/ are your sources of your recyclables i.e. households, commercial
centers, institutions, industries etc?
6. What quantities do you supply weekly/monthly?
7. Do you also supply recyclables to waste exporters? If so what quantities?
8. What is the level of processing done before recyclables are sent to the manufacturing
firms i.e. baling, crushing etc?
9. Are your processing methods environmentally friendly?
10. Do you use manual or mechanized processes? Do your employees have safery gadgets
and equipment e.g. face masks etc?
11. What is the mode of transportation do you use in the haulage of recyclables?
12. How do you learn about the new products that buyers want? How do you learn about
market taste and quality requirements?
13. Do receive any from of assistance/help from your clients/buyers? (probe: cash advances,
advances in materials, training, transport, record keeping)
14. What steps to you take to meet your client/buyers specifications, including delivery date
and quality?
15. What challenges do you face when it comes to your buyers?
Questions about Suppliers/Producers
16. What are all the ways you obtain the recyclables? What are your sources of your
recyclables i.e. households, commercial centers, institutions, industries etc?
17. What quantities do you buy weekly/monthly? the main products that you sell?
18. Which type of source do you prefer to buy from?
19. What quantities do you buy weekly/monthly? the main products that you sell?
20. What kinds of help or services do you provide to your suppliers?
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21. How do you communicate your product requirements to your suppliers?
22. What are the difficulties suppliers have in meeting your requirements?
Finance
24. How do you finance your purchases of secondary raw materials?
25.

What are the terms you use to pay suppliers?

26.

Do you have need for bank loans, etc?

27.

Have you had difficulty in repaying your loans?

28.

Have you received assistance from third parties (NGO, MFI, bank, etc.) in obtaining
loans?

29.

In general, do you feel that it is you are treated fairly when trying to access finance?
Do other people receive preferential treatment?

To Finish Up
30. What are the three most serious risks for your enterprise?
31. What do you think about the competitiveness of the value chain?
32. Do you have additional observations or comments that we have not discussed?
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GUIDE 4: INDIVIDUAL/FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW FOR VALUE PICKERS
Background information
Name of association (if

Location (City/Town):

applicable):

Number of People:

Number of members (if

Number of Youth:

applicable):

Number of Women:

1. Greetings, welcome, introduction, and purpose. (no specific benefit)
2. Guidelines/Rules: everyone should speak, raise hands to speak, take turns and speak one
at a time, speak briefly, think about what is typical, common or usual. Allow as many
people to talk.
Input Supply/Source
1. Which specific recyclable(s) do you collect?
2. Why do you collect those particular types of recyclables?
3. Where are the sources of your recyclables i.e. households, commercial areas, industrial
facilities, street litter, communal container, waste disposal sites etc.?
4. What is the mode of transport you use during collection?
5. How far do you have to walk/ride before you finish a day’s workload?
6. What quantity of recyclables do you collect daily/weekly?
Questions about Intermediaries/Dealers
1. Who buys your recyclables i.e. middlemen, cottage industries, manufacturing firms etc?
2. What level of processing i.e. washing, baling, crushing etc is required before your sell the
recyclables are accepted by these buyers?
3. What difficulties do you have in meeting your buyers’ requirements?
4. What kind of specialized services/training do your buyers provide for you?
5. Do your buyers pay immediately or credit?
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Finance
1. What are the capital requirement for weekly or daily collection activity
2. How do you finance your activities?
3. Do you have access to credit facilities?
4. If yes, where e.g. susu, micro-finance?
5. Do you sometimes have difficulty in paying back these loans?
Occupational Health and Safety
1. Do you suffer from back or waist pains after each days routine?
2. Do you have access to gloves, hard boots, face masks etc?
3. Do you always use these safety gadgets and accessories?
4. How do you treat cuts and pricks from sharp objects during collection?
5. Are there any special risks or health problems women face while engaged in the
collection of recyclables?

Membership of Trade Associations or Community-based Organizations
1. Are you a member of any trade association or community organization that promotes the
interests of the value pickers either currently or in the immediate past?
2. What are the advantages of being a member of this association or organization?
3. Are you aware of any NGOs who provide special services for value pickers?
To Finish Up
1. Do you think the government or metropolitan assembly has to enact any special
legislation to protect or promote the interest of value pickers?
2. Would you be in a position to offer any specific suggestion?
3. How lucrative is this recyclables business?
4. What challenges do you face in this business?
5. Finally, would like to talk about anything we have not discussed so far?
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Appendix 4-List of Interviewees
Initial Interviews
Sub-sector
Plastics

Metals

E-Waste

E-Waste

Organic (Composting)

Company
Blowplast Industries Ltd
Universal Cosmetics Ghana
Petroplast
SMP Company
Obesi Trading Company

Location
Accra
Accra
Accra
Accra
Accra

Date of Interview
27/01/2010
29/01/2010
27/01/2010
29/01/2010
28/01/2010

Contact Person
Manoj Lakhiani
Mr. H. Amanye
Mr.Abbey
Mr. Abbass
Mr. Micheal

Trashy Bags
Value Pickers

Accra
Accra

27/01/2010
29/01/2010

Mr.Elvis
James

Tema Steel Works

Tema

27/01/2010

Mr. Patel

Scrap Metal Agents

Tema

27/01/2010

Alhadji Sulemana

Atlantic Computers

Accra

28/01/2010

-

Ultimate Phones

Accra

28/01/2010

-

Freddie’s Corner

Accra

28/01/2010

-

Jake Phones

Accra

28/01/2010

Mr. Kofi

Non-ferrous metal Buyer

Accra

28/01/2010

Uche

Value Pickers

Accra

28/01/2010

Christopher

Parks and Gardens

Accra

27/01/2010

Nursery Manager

AMA Compost Plant

Accra

28/01/2010

Mr.Awuyee
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Validation (Testing Solutions) Interviews
Description

Financial
Providers

Company

Location

Date
of Contact Person
Interview

Position

Accra

4/02/2010

Mr. Kwabena Boafo

Customer Relations Officer

Women World Banking

Accra

4/02/2010

Mr. Johnson

Customer Relations Officer

Boafo Micro finance

Accra

4/02/2010

Mrs. Osei Tutu

Mobilisation Manager

Accra

5/02/2010

Mr. Offei-Gyenti

Chief Environmental Health
Officer

Accra

5/02/2010

Nana Agyeman,

Sub-Metro Director,

Mr.Quashie

District Cleansing Officer

Service Opportunity International

Local
Government Accra Metropolitan Assembly
Assemblies
Ashiedu-Keteke Sub-metro

Policy/Regulatory
Agencies

EPA

Accra

04/02/2010

Emilia Tetteh

Programme Officer

Workforce Development GACEED
Providers

Accra

4/02/2010

Mr. Mustapha

-

Hackplast

Accra

4/02/2010

Mr. Hackman

C.E.O.

Ghana Accra

4/02/2010

Mrs.
Bridget Director
Kyeremanteng-Darko

NIMCOSS

Accra

4/02/2010

Kwasi Amoak

Project Officer

EYG Enterprise

Accra

4/02/2010

Emelia Glover

C.E.O.

Aid to
(ATAG)

Artisan
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Appendix 5-Interview Responses
Interview responses from the following are presented:


Thin film plastics value chain actors



Ferrous metal value chain actors



E-waste value chain actors



Micro-finance institutions



Workforce Development Providers



Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies (MMDAs)



Ministries Departments and Agencies (MDAS)



Target Community Focus Group Interviews
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Thin film plastics value chain actors
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Ferrous Metal value chain actors
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E-waste value chain actors
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Micro‐finance Institutions
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Workforce Development Providers
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Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies (MMDAs)
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Ministries Departments and Agencies (MDAS)
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Youth Focus Groups Interviews
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150

151
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